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Schedule
• Decadal Committee to be announced at LPSC, March, 2020
– panels begin work soon thereafter

• Report to be released in March, 2022
– Only 2 years for the Mars community to come to consensus and to execute preDecadal studies
• SAGs and other studies
• White Paper Concepts (requested early 2020)
• Costing studies

NASEM Committee on Astrobiology and Planetary Science (CAPS):
Getting Ready for the Next Planetary Sciences Decadal Survey (1 of 5)
Charge to the Committee
Following up on a recommendation from the last Planetary Decadal Survey, James L. Green, director of
NASA’s Planetary Science Division, requested that the Committee on Astrobiology and Planetary Science
(CAPS) draft a short report addressing the following four topics:
1. What publicly available studies of future flagship- and New Frontiers-class missions
has NASA initiated since the completion of Vision and Voyages?
2. What are the priority areas—as defined in Vision and Voyages—where publicly available
mission studies have not been undertaken?
3. What are appropriate mechanisms by which mission-study gaps might be filled in the
near- to mid-term future?
4. What other activities might be undertaken in the near- to mid-term future to optimize and/or
expedite the work of the next planetary science decadal survey committee?
This report was described as the first of a series of brief, topical reports drafted by CAPS members in response
to the committee’s charge. The four topics described above were addressed by CAPS during and shortly after
its meeting in March 28-30, 2017, in Washington, D. C. The focus was on two topics:
1. Actions taken to implement the recommendation in Vision and Voyages concerning mission studies
2. Whether some decadal science priorities might be addressed by missions not considered in Vision and
Voyages, but motivated by recent scientific discoveries and technical advances.
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NASEM Committee on Astrobiology and Planetary Science (CAPS):
Getting Ready for the Next Planetary Sciences Decadal Survey (2 of 5)

Missions Previously Studied

Public Availability

Uranus and Neptune (Ice Giants)
system missions (2017)

Full text of the NASA science definition team reporta

Europa lander (2017)

Full text of the NASA science definition team reportb

Venus orbiter and lander (Venera-D)
(2017)

Full text of the joint U.S.-Russian science definition team report for Venera-Dc

Mars Orbiter (2015)

Full text of MEPAG’s Next Orbiter Science Analysis Groupd

aSolar

System Exploration Directorate, Ice Giants Pre-Decadal Study Final Report, JPL D-100520, Jet Propulsion Laboratory, Pasadena, Calif., 2017,
http://www.lpi.usra.edu/icegiants/mission_study/Full-Report.pdf.
bNASA, Report of the Europa Lander Science Definition Team, Jet Propulsion Laboratory, Pasadena, Calif., 2017, http://solarsystem.nasa.gov/docs/Europa_Lander_SDT_Report_2016.pdf.
cSpace Research Institute, Venera-D: Expanding our Horizon of Terrestrial Planet Climate and Geology through the Comprehensive Exploration of Venus—Report of the Venera-D Joint
Science Definition Team, Russian Academy of Sciences, Moscow, 2017, http://iki.rssi.ru/events/2017/venera_d.pdf.
dMars Exploration Program Analysis Group, Report from the Next Orbiter Science Analysis Group, Jet Propulsion Laboratory, Pasadena, Calif., 2015,
https://mepag.jpl.nasa.gov/reports/NEX-SAG_draft_v29_FINAL.pdf.
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NASEM Committee on Astrobiology and Planetary Science (CAPS):
Getting Ready for the Next Planetary Sciences Decadal Survey (3 of 5)
Areas to be Studied

Notes

Venus exploration missions

Additional concepts beyond the Venera-D orbiter & lander concept referenced in Table 1

Lunar science missions

Understanding interior processes and polar volatiles

Mars sample-return next-step
missions

Mission elements beyond Mars 2020 (e.g., Mars ascent vehicle, sample containment, and Earth
return) necessary for the second and third phases of a Mars sample-return campaign

Mars medium-class missions

Multiple mobile explorers, polar explorers, and life-detection investigations, responsive to new
discoveries (e.g., the diversity of intact stratigraphies from ancient environments, the detail of the
polar record, and the modernity of some liquid water-related deposits)

Dwarf planet missions

Large- and medium-class mission concepts designed to exploit recent discoveries concerning Ceres and
Pluto (and the Pluto-like world, Triton)

Io science

Reexamine the science and technology case for a dedicated mission to determine internal structure and
mechanisms driving Io’s extreme volcanism

Saturn system missions

Affordable, large strategic missions that visit multiple targets and/or contain multiple elements are now
feasible and are worthy of additional consideration

Dedicated space telescope for
solar system science

Consider scientific return of a space telescope designed to monitor dynamic phenomena on planetary
bodies
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NASEM Committee on Astrobiology and Planetary Science (CAPS):
Getting Ready for the Next Planetary Sciences Decadal Survey (4 of 5)
Candidate Mission Areas for Potential Study: Mars
Mars Sample-Return Next-Step Missions
A new study and subsequent cost and technical evaluation of the next steps in the sample-return campaign is necessary to
update the concepts evaluated in Vision and Voyages. Several steps have been taken:
•
Mars 2020’s precision landing capability and “adaptive caching” implementations.
•
Investments by the Canadian Space Agency in a prototype fetch rover & sample manipulator arm.
•
NASA JPL-MSFC-Industry studies of Mars Ascent Vehicle technologies (e.g., hybrid propulsion system).
•
NASA JPL-Industry studies of Solar Electric Propulsion for potential use by Mars vehicles,
including return of samples from Mars orbit.
•
A study by NASA’s Johnson Space Center of approaches to sample containment.

Mars Medium-Class Candidates
Examples of potential approaches to the exploration of ancient and modern aqueous environments that could inform Mars science
priority planning for the next decade include:
•
Multiple rovers or other mobile platforms built simultaneously with defined payload interfaces;
•
Mars polar climate missions akin to those mentioned in Vision and Voyages;
•
Landed spacecraft, appropriately prepared in light of planetary protection considerations, to search for potential biomarkers
6
at sites with possible recent surface or near-surface water.

NASEM Committee on Astrobiology and Planetary Science (CAPS):
Getting Ready for the Next Planetary Sciences Decadal Survey (5 of 5)
Mechanisms for Conducting Necessary Studies
CAPS identified a number of potential mechanisms by which missions and technology studies might be
completed in advance of the next planetary science decadal survey:
•
Ensuring that analysis/assessment groups’ goals documents are up to date
•
Tasking the analysis/assessment groups to undertake specific activities (e.g., NEX-SAG)
•
Soliciting competition for NASA funds to conduct studies of particular missions
•
Convening dedicated workshops to facilitate public dissemination of already existing efforts (e.g., 2017
Planetary Science Vision 2050 Workshop)
•
Issuing focused requests for information (RFIs) to industry and academia

Additional Activities
Examples of areas where community input could be particularly important:
•
Strategic coordination with adjacent scientific disciplines (e.g., exoplanets)
•
The organization of the decadal survey and its panel structure. (E.g., Should a destination-oriented
panel structure be continued; if so, what are the destinations to be called out in chapters?)
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MEPAG Top 7 Questions and Progress, ca. 2009: Mustard et al.*
*https://mepag.jpl.nasa.gov/meeting/2009-07/MEPAG_DSMustard_07-2009-v9.pdf

1) Are reduced carbon compounds preserved and what geologic
environments have these compounds? (Goal I)
•

MSL addressing, but now needs M2020 and MSR

2) What is the internal structure and activity? (Goal III)
•

Insight on the way and should acquire the needed data

3) What is the diversity of aqueous geologic
environments? (Goal I, II, III)
•

More to come from orbital, landed, archival science and
M2020 and MSR

4) How does the planet interact with the space
environment, and how has that affected its
evolution? (Goal II)
•

MAVEN (including Extended Mission) + Mars Express
Layers along a Pit in Coprates Catena
https://mars.nasa.gov/resources/21532/
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MEPAG Top 7 Questions and Progress: Mustard et al. (2009)*
*https://mepag.jpl.nasa.gov/meeting/2009-07/MEPAG_DSMustard_07-2009-v9.pdf

5) What is the detailed mineralogy of the diverse suite of
geologic units and what are their absolute ages?
(Goal II, III)
•

Progress made but definitive results need MSR, additional sites

6) What is the record of climate change over the past
10, 100, and 1000 Myrs? (Goal II, III)
•

Lots more to do however, and landed and orbital science programs
critical; need to support extended & new missions

7) What is the complement of trace gases in the
atmosphere and what are the processes that govern
their origin, evolution, and fate? (Goal I, II, III)
•

MSL, Trace Gas Orbiter (what will it discover?)
Geologic History Revealed in Valles Marineris
https://mars.nasa.gov/resources/21479/
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Discoveries/Questions That Require Follow-up as of 2018
– Did Mars ever have life? Is it still there?
–

Science-driven sample return is critical to answering this question.

– How, when, and how often did Mars experience great transition(s) from a much wetter
environment to the cold, dry, oxidizing world of today?
–

We have discovered 10+ distinct potential habitats, comprising a key environmental record in the strata from first billion years.
How many more of these habitats are there and what is their time history? Need to characterize and date materials from many
different locations.

– How do terrestrial planets like Mars respond to early processes like giant impacts and
warming from a faint young sun in our solar system?
–

What is the timing/intensity of these processes? How did different Mars habitats respond to these changes?

– How is water involved in the near-surface today?
–

RSLs: what are these seasonally changing streaks? Gullies and salts in last few million years?

– How do obliquity cycles affect atmospheric pressure and episodic modern water cycle?
– What does water ice on Mars tell us about the earlier climate and environmental changes?
– What is the temporal variability, amount, and source of methane?
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Preparations for Humans
•

Mars is the logical destination for humans in deep space
–
–

–

•

What do we need to know to make that journey possible while minimizing cost and risk?
Can humans live on Mars? Where are the resources? What are the hazards?
o Where can water be extracted? From shallow ice? From hydrated minerals?
o Planetary protection policy must be addressed if these resources are to be used.
o What are the nature of the hazards and how can they be mitigated?
What should humans do on Mars to advance our understanding of Mars, Earth, and all planets?

MEPAG can assist exploring answers to these questions
–
–
–

A human flight architecture is needed to set priorities in precursor missions, but MEPAG feels that
analysis of returned samples would be a great benefit.
Joint workshops are an excellent way to bring the most relevant questions and plans into focus
(e.g., the Human Landing Site workshop)
Existing and future orbital remote sensing analyses and new approaches can contribute
–

e.g., see Next Orbiter SAG report: https://mepag.jpl.nasa.gov/reports/NEX-SAG_draft_v29_FINAL.pdf
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Preparing for the Next Planetary Decadal Survey
and the Next Mars Architecture: Things to Remember

 Mars is now a target for many other space agencies and commercial entities
–

ESA, ISRO, CSA, JAXA, China, UAE, SpaceX, etc.

 New engineering capabilities are upcoming
–

Solar Electric Propulsion (SEP), small satellites, sample caching, ascent vehicles, humans (?), etc.

 If only Mars Sample Return is pursued, the consequences could be:
 a decade-long hiatus of flight investigations
 a loss of expertise in the Mars community
 a lack of progress on other compelling scientific/programmatic objectives for Mars (e.g., resources)
•
•

Need access to competitive programs like Discovery and New Frontiers
Could smaller missions (e.g., a new Mars Scout program) fill the gap?

 Major uncertainties include:
–
–

Future budgets
Relationship of the robotic and human Mars exploration activities
 Dual-purpose missions? Robotic precursors?
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Preparing for the Next Planetary Decadal Survey
and the Next Mars Architecture: Key Factors

 Science-driven Mars Sample Return (MSR) remains a high priority
for Mars and Planetary Science
 Newly arrived missions and missions now in development are sure to make
new discoveries that will need responses
•

Trace Gas Orbiter, InSight, and the 2020 missions

 Continuing missions (ODY, MER, MEX, MRO, MSL, MAVEN) will still
contribute, scientifically and programmatically
•

•

Major scientific capabilities remain, but need at least level funding to deal with aging spacecraft

There are several non-MSR science objectives under study that could/should
be pursued
– See this meeting’s Forum
– Small satellite competitions
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MEPAG Roles (1 of 3)
•

Continue support for the 2020 Mars rover and press for comprehensive
planning of the next missions needed to complete Mars sample return (MSR)

•

Investigate opportunities to pursue non-MSR science, including R&A
– Mars is a complex planet. The scientific questions now being asked require
continued and new analysis of existing data, new laboratory work on volatile and
aqueous processes, and continued work on/in Earth analog field sites, all of which
the community is prepared/excited to pursue.
– Facilitate coordination of possible small satellite, commercial space, and
international opportunities to fly science instruments/investigations
– Study possibility of competed, PI-led small satellite missions carried to Mars by
strategic missions (with data returned through those missions)
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MEPAG Roles (2 of 3)
•

Update the Goals Document to maintain consistency with new discoveries

•

Investigate how to assist planning for human missions, including dual
missions supporting both science and exploration
Identify possible New Frontiers candidates to be approved for study in the
next Planetary Decadal Survey….

•
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MEPAG Roles (3 of 3): New Frontiers Candidates
 Current New Frontiers Candidates Investigations (listed without priority)
•
•
•
•
•
•

Comet Surface Sample Return
Lunar South Pole-Aitken Basin Sample Return
Ocean Worlds (Titan, Enceladus)
Saturn Probe
Trojan Tour and Rendezvous
Venus In Situ Explorer

 Where’s Mars?
•

An obvious omission in this mission class regarding Solar System objects

•

MEP is no longer a program that has funding that it can strategically apply; each
mission must be considered one at a time in the new environment
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Summary (1 of 2)
• There remains much exciting science to do at Mars, and community
momentum is strong to address fundamental questions about planetary
evolution and origin of life
– New and ongoing discoveries have challenged many previous views of Mars–this will
continue, given new and long-lived assets at Mars, supported by data analysis

• Progress is being made toward Mars Sample Return
– 2020 Mars caching rover is on schedule and budget, with a capable payload for
selecting samples and providing their geological context
– Some technical studies in progress will help lower the cost and cost risk of future
missions needed to complete sample return
• Hopefully, these will be accelerated in the FY19 budget
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Summary (2 of 2)
•

Major issues and concerns for both sample return and Mars science are:
– An aging infrastructure
– Lack of a confirmed post-2020 architecture with specific MSR follow-on
– Lack of identified opportunities for non-MSR flight investigations
•
•

Competed, smaller (“Scout-type”) missions that often make key discoveries
Role of small satellite missions

– The relationship between the human and robotic exploration programs and the roles of
commercial and international partners are not always clear when it comes to
commitments to Mars exploration

•

MEPAG is ready to respond to calls for assistance with planning and analysis

•

The question is: What does the agency want the Mars Exploration Program to do?
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